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Abstract

A detailed understanding of the behaviour of waves in the nearshore is essen-

tial for coastal engineers as these waves cause beach erosion, coastal flood-

ing and damage to coastal structures. Significantly, the influence of reflected

waves is often neglected in surf zone studies, although they are known to influ-

ence wave properties and circulation in the nearshore. In this paper, a phase-

resolving model is rigorously applied to model conditions from the prototype-

scale BARDEXII experiment in order to examine and assess the influence of

swash-based reflection on surf zone hydrodynamics at both the individual wave

and time-averaged timescales. Surface elevation is separated into incoming and

outgoing signals using the Radon Transform and a crest tracking algorithm is

used to extract incident and reflected wave properties. It is found that on steep

beaches (tanβ > 1 : 9) the swash-based reflection - the reflection generated in

the swash during the backwash - contributes significantly to the intrawave vari-

ability of individual wave properties such as the wave height to water depth ra-

tio γ, through the generation of quasi-nodes/antinodes system. For γ expressed

with individual wave heights, variations up to 25% and 40% are obtained for

the modelled regular and irregular wave tests, whereas it reaches 15% when it
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is based on the significant wave height. The outgoing wave field-induced hy-

drodynamics is also found to affect time-averaged parameters: undertow and

horizontal velocity skewness. The undertow is mainly strengthened, particu-

larly in the shoaling region where the outgoing component dominates over the

contribution from the incoming wave field. Offshore of the bar, an onshore-

directed flow streaming close to the bed is also generated under the outgoing

wave field, and is suspected to help in stabilising the bar position. This, along

with the influence of the outgoing wave field on the horizontal velocity skewness

and the presence of quasi-standing waves, suggests a complex contribution of

the hydrodynamics induced by swash-based reflection into sediment transport

rates and nearshore bar generation/migration.

Keywords: CFD; OpenFOAM R©; Surf zone; prototype laboratory

experiments; swash-based reflection; Radon transform; wave-by-wave approach

1. Introduction1

Wave reflection from beaches and other coastal features is known to influence2

incident wave-induced hydrodynamics and therefore morphodynamics [1, 2].3

While there are many studies of structure-induced reflection present in the4

literature (see Zanuttigh and van der Meer [3], for a relatively recent comparison5

of extensive datasets), it is evident that prior studies focusing on wave reflection6

from natural beaches, especially in the sea/swell band (0.05 Hz ≤ f ≤ 0.5 Hz),7

are relatively limited. The reflection of monochromatic waves over a slope was8

first investigated by Iribarren and Nogales [4], and Miche [5] and it has been9

shown that the reflection coefficient of a slope, defined as the ratio between10

incident and reflected wave height K = Hr/Hi, is linked to the surf-similarity11

parameter [6]:12

ξ = tanβ/
√
Ho/Lo (1)

where β is the structure or beach slope, and Ho and Lo are the offshore wave13

height and wavelength, respectively. While the reflected wave phase was found14
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to be only dependent on the offshore wave steepness and the slope [7], the ampli-15

tude of reflected waves are substantially influenced by the bottom roughness and16

permeability, but also the nature of wave transformation across the surf zone17

(Battjes [6], Hughes and Fowler [7], Miles and Russell [8] and many others).18

By presenting cross-shore varying reflection coefficients from two field-based ex-19

perimental datasets, Baquerizo et al. [9] observed a net increase in reflection20

coefficients shoreward of the break point, and suggested that when defining the21

reflection coefficient of a beach, it should be measured as far offshore as possi-22

ble. Although this approach is appropriate for studying the bulk outgoing wave23

energy from a beach, it presents several issues. Assessing the outgoing energy24

further from shore increases the risk of observing additional phenomenon, par-25

ticularly from non-linear wave interactions [10, 11], that can lead to reflection26

coefficients higher than unity [12]. Furthermore and as discussed by Battjes [6],27

based on the methodology of Miche [5], the processes responsible for incident28

wave energy dissipation in the surf zone (mainly friction and breaking) have to29

be approximated, while a measurement close to the swash zone would lead to an30

exact estimation of reflected waves (height and phase), using the local incident31

properties.32

In the few field-based studies focusing on wave reflection in the sea/swell33

range of frequencies, it was generally demonstrated that reflection could be34

substantial [13, 8, 14]. Using an array of 24 bottom-mounted pressure sensors,35

Elgar et al. [13] found that up to 18% of the incident sea-swell frequency band36

was reflected back into the surf zone. These relatively high levels of reflected37

energy in the surf affect the incident waves in a variety of ways. Fluctuations38

in the currents velocities due to the reflected wave orbital velocities influence39

the sediment suspension [1], also potentially influencing the velocity skewness,40

important for onshore sediment transport [15, 16]. Instantaneous sea levels are41

also influenced by the presence of seaward propagating wave crests and troughs,42

which influence the wave height to depth ratio γ, due to the presence of quasi-43

standing waves [17]. Many parameterisations are present in the literature to44

describe the cross-shore variation of this wave parameter, related to the wave45
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energy dissipation (see for example the pioneering work of Battjes and Janssen46

[18]). While existing parameterisations of γ do not explicitly account for wave47

reflection, both γ and reflection are a function of beach slope and wave number48

[19, 20, 21]. It is known that the beach slope controls the wave reflection to a49

great extent (see above, and Almar et al. [14, 22]). Through observation of the50

influence of strong backwash flows on the generation of individual reflected waves51

at the surf-swash boundary, a link might be expected between reflected waves52

generated by swash flows and the wave height to water depth ratio of individual53

waves in the surf zone, though no evidence is present in the literature.54

A lack of field-based studies of sea/swell reflection on beaches can be ex-55

plained by the complexity in measuring the energy bulk reflected from a beach-56

face. Several methods to separate incoming from outgoing wave fields exist;57

see for example Inch et al. [23] for a recent description. Correlation functions58

between 2 wave gauges were used (Kajima [24], Thornton and Calhoun [25] in59

Goda and Suzuki [26]) before Goda and Suzuki [26] introduced the use of Fast-60

Fourier Transform (FFT) to speed up this process. This was later extended61

to a larger array of wave gauges - see for example Mansard and Funke [27],62

Zelt and Skjelbreia [28] or Lin and Huang [29] - which enables the error in the63

separation process to be reduced [23]. Other methods such as PUV (Pressure,64

U horizontal and V vertical current velocities, Guza and Bowen [30]), or ap-65

proaches based on long-wave theory described in Guza et al. [31] use collocated66

pressure or surface elevation signals, and horizontal current velocities to sepa-67

rate incoming and outgoing signals at a cross-shore location. Using a totally68

different approach, Almar et al. [32] describe the use of the Radon Transform69

(RT) for nearshore wave studies, with the objective of finding tools to facilitate70

wave-by-wave analyses. Mostly used in image processing, the RT can be applied71

to the projection of a cross-shore/temporal diagram η(x, t) into points in the72

Radon (polar) space. This method is therefore particularly suitable in the surf73

zone as with increasing non-linearities, the wave tracks appear as well-defined74

lines in such diagrams (e.g. Almar et al. [33]). Almar et al. [32] successfully75

separated incident and reflected long-wave signals from a laboratory dataset76
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and demonstrated that the results compared well with those from a Boussinesq77

model.78

In this study, the RT is applied to the results from a phase-resolving nu-79

merical model simulating two monochromatic and one irregular wave tests, per-80

formed at prototype-scale in the Delta flume during the BARDEXII project81

[34]. The primary objective is to study the impact of reflected waves on inci-82

dent wave properties and surf hydrodynamics with a focus on sea/swell waves.83

For irregular waves, the free surface is actually a sum of wave trains, with dif-84

ferent frequency and possibly direction (incident and reflected). In this regard,85

a wave-by-wave approach is developed based on the previous work of Martins86

et al. [21], allowing individual wave tracking from the shoaling area to the runup87

limit, and back into the flume after reflection.88

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the experimental89

and numerical datasets. The numerical model is validated using a large ar-90

ray of instruments, including a Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) that enables91

the description of the wave shape during breaking. The signal separation in92

incoming/outgoing components and the wave-by-wave approach used to track93

individual wave properties are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the94

results on the separation methods and its application for the study of swash-95

based reflection influence on surf zone hydrodynamics at the individual wave96

timescale. The concept of swash-based reflection is notably explained through97

a link with swash events potential energy. The results and the influence of re-98

flection at longer timescales are then discussed in Section 5. Finally Section 699

provides the conclusions of this study.100

2. Experimental and numerical datasets101

2.1. The BARDEXII experiments102

The present study uses experimental data obtained during the 2-month-long103

BARDEXII experiment [34]. In order to study wave processes and cross-shore104

sediment transport in the surf and swash zones, a coarse sandy beach/barrier105
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system was built in the prototype-scale Delta Flume (Vollenhove, The Nether-106

lands). The A6 and A7 monochromatic test cases (hereafter A6-mono and107

A7-mono) and A6-01 irregular wave test are the focus of the present study108

[34]. Regular second-order Stokes waves were generated during the the A6-109

mono and A7-mono tests by a second-order wave steering system at x = 0 m,110

with an Active Reflection Compensation system (ARC) for the absorption of111

reflected waves. For the A6-01 irregular test, a JONSWAP spectrum with a112

peak enhancement factor of 3.3, was imposed in the wave flume. The initial113

beach profile of 1 : 15 slope between x = 49 − 109 m evolved under the wave114

action during Series A1 to A7 to result in the bed profiles presented in Figure115

1, presenting a much steeper upper beach face, a bar system for the A6-01 and116

A6-mono, and a terrace for the A7-mono. The wave forcing conditions and117

beach slope for the different wave tests examined here are presented in Table 1.118

A large array of instrumentation was used during the experiments, and only119

part of the experimental dataset is used to validate the numerical model used120

herein. The positions of the instruments used in the present work are shown in121

Figure 1. A series of pressure transducers (PT) and electro-magnetic current122

meters (EMCM) both sampled at 20 Hz were located in the shoaling and surf123

zones to measure the pressure and flow velocity under propagating and breaking124

waves. Two terrestrial laser scanners were deployed to measure free surface125

elevations within the flume, the first was positioned in the surf zone at x =126

73.6 m, 3.9 m above mean sea level (MSL) while the second was deployed at127

x = 88.3 m, 3.8 m above MSL to study the swash zone hydrodynamics and128

morphodynamics. The TLS recorded data at an angular resolution of 0.25◦129

and sample rate of 35 Hz; the measurements were processed following Martins130

et al. [21] including the correction of the scanner orientation, noise filtering and131

spatial interpolation onto a regular grid.132

TLS data is ideal for wave-by-wave analysis of surf zone processes as the high-133

spatial and temporal resolutions of the measurements allow for the description134

of wave geometry and the tracking of individual wave properties through hun-135

dreds of cross-shore positions. Physical constraints within the flume limited the136
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elevation of the TLS and hence the horizontal extent of the measurements, how-137

ever the high resolution of the data enabled the wave shape to be captured in the138

swash zone and around the primary break point for detailed model validation.139

The PT data were used to retrieve the surface elevation using the linear wave140

theory, and the classic pressure response factor (see e.g. Bishop and Donelan141

[35]):142

Kp =
cosh

(
k(h̄+ z)

)
kh̄

(2)

where h̄ is the mean water depth, k is the radian wavenumber and z the PT143

deployment depth. The methodology described by Inch [36] was followed, using144

the high frequency cut-off wc = 0.564π
√
g/h̄ (where g is gravity) proposed in145

Green [37], to prevent noise amplification. Correcting the signal depth attenua-146

tion with linear wave theory is known to lead to an underestimation of the wave147

crest elevation, especially for highly non-linear waves, see for instance Nielsen148

[38], Townsend and Fenton [39] or Barker and Sobey [40]. Bishop and Donelan149

[35] suggested that wave heights could be retrieved within 5%, but no estimation150

based on wave-by-wave analysis has ever been carried out, thus the impact of151

the correction at this time scale is unknown. For that reason, the differences at152

the wave-by-wave scale between the TLS and PT datasets were assessed prior153

to any model validation.154

Figure 2a shows the wave profiles measured at x = 72.5 m, close to the155

break point, by both instruments for every wave of the A7-mono test case and156

its ensemble-average, with the modelled surface elevation also shown. In this157

study, the break point is defined as the point of maximum wave height; for this158

comparison it was assessed from the wave height evolution (TLS), comparisons159

between model and data presented further in this paper, and from video data160

(not shown here) in order to exclude the presence of foam that could increase161

discrepancies between datasets. It is demonstrated that at the early stage of162

breaking, the individual wave height is underestimated by approximately 30%.163

Additionally, considerable differences are observed in the two wave shapes (skew-164

ness and steepness): wave non-linearities at the wave-by-wave scale are largely165
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underestimated when using the linear theory to retrieve the surface elevation.166

For these reasons, the raw pressure signals along the wave flume were used to167

validate the model. Figure 2b shows the ratio of the measured raw pressure to168

hydrostatic pressure, based on the surface elevation measured by the TLS. It is169

observed that the two estimates differ significantly before the wave crest where170

the pressure is higher than hydrostatic and at the crest location, where the171

measured pressure is well below hydrostatic; a result consistent with previous172

experimental datasets [41].173

Closer to shore, an array of 45 ultrasonic bed level sensors (BLS, see Figure174

1 for locations) were deployed in the swash zone to measure water depths and175

monitor high-frequency bed level changes [42]. Sampling at 4Hz, the BLS are176

able to measure water depths and bed-level changes using acoustic signals with177

an accuracy of the order of 1 millimetre. Finally, an ARGUS video camera178

system was deployed above the beach, in order to monitor surf, swash and179

overwash processes. In this study, timestacks from the swash camera were used180

to track the instantaneous shoreline position for comparison with the simulated181

results.182

2.2. Numerical model: IHFOAM [43]183

The IHFOAM model [43], based on the CFD package OpenFOAM R© (v2.1.1184

in the present study) was used to generate waves and simulate their propagation185

across the wave flume. A library for the wave generation and absorption at186

boundaries was implemented and the solver modified accordingly. The RANS187

equations described in Higuera et al. [43] are solved using a VOF (Volume-188

of-Fluid) method to describe and track the free surface. A rectangular 2D189

computational mesh for each run was constructed based on survey data, using190

a cross-shore spacing of dx = 0.05 cm and a varying dz, corresponding to a191

grid of 2100 × 60 = 126000 cells. The 2D mesh was manually created using192

the ’.msh’ format based on the window-averaged profile, so that no abrupt193

changes occur near the bed (see Figure 3a). It was then transformed into the194

OpenFOAM format using the gmshtofoam built-in function. The number of195
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vertical layers was chosen such that the cell aspect ratio was approximately196

unity near the breaking zone (Figure 3b) to more accurately resolve the break197

point [44]. Sensitivity testing enabled the mesh size to be optimised to obtain a198

good compromise between CPU time and precision. A desktop PC with 8 Gb of199

RAM and a 3.20 GHz quad-core processor was used to run the simulation, with a200

typical time step of 0.0005 s, varying to fulfil the CourantFriedrichsLewy (CFL)201

local restrictions. For an 80 second run, this corresponded to approximately 53202

hours of CPU time.203

Boundary conditions at the wave paddle were generated using second-order204

Stokes theory [45] for the A6 and A7 monochromatic wave cases. The A6-01205

irregular wave case was generated using the actual wavemaker signal (paddle206

displacement and surface elevation). The active absorption at the wave paddle207

(located at x = 0, see Figure 1) was activated as the Delta flume is equipped208

with an ARC system, preventing radiated components from being re-reflected209

towards the artificial beach.210

The VOF-based CFD method attributes an α value to the typically two211

modelled phases of interest, for instance air and water [46]. A cell containing212

only water corresponds to α = 1, whereas a cell filled with air corresponds to213

α = 0. The free surface was extracted by integrating α over the water column at214

a given position. This method is considered particularly suitable for spilling or215

weakly plunging waves, characterized by relatively low air entrainment. Finally,216

the k − ωSST turbulence closure model developed by Menter [47] was used as217

it as found to better reproduce the surface elevation than the classical k − ε218

and k − ω models [48]. For further details on the model equations, the reader219

is referred to Higuera et al. [43].220

2.3. Validation of the numerical model221

2.3.1. Surface elevation and relative pressure in the surf zone222

The detailed surface elevation measurements from the TLS and ultrasonic223

BLS were used to validate the model predictions of free surface elevation around224

the break point. Figure 4 shows instantaneous comparisons between the TLS225
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and BLS measurements and the modelled water phase for the A7-mono test226

case at 6 times during the breaking process. Comparisons show good agreement227

(RSME< 0.06 m, r2 > 0.96) at every stage of the breaking (wave shape evolution228

and breaking location), with the modelled free surface closely capturing the229

complex wave geometry resolved from hundreds of point measurements obtained230

by the TLS. Despite this good model agreement in mean errors (Table 2), the231

existence of short duration, low void fraction, but large magnitude splashes232

generated during breaking (landward of x = 76 m, see Figure 4d) lead to large233

maximum errors (MAE). These splashes are captured by the TLS once the wave234

crest propagates landward of x = 76 m but are not expected to be resolved by235

the CFD model. In opposition, the significant MAE observed for the PT (Table236

2) are due to the poor performance of linear theory to retrieve the surface237

elevation a this location (Figure 2).238

To validate the modelled wave transformation across the wave flume the239

modelled relative pressure was compared with the raw pressure data from the240

PTs. For conciseness, only results for the 670s-long A6-01 irregular wave test are241

shown; the statistical errors from all tests are shown in Table 2. Figure 5 shows242

a 360 second window of the modelled and measured relative pressure timeseries243

from the shoaling area to the surf zone. The transformation of the incident waves244

is well described by the model (RMSE = 0.02−0.04 dbar and r2 = 0.92−0.97),245

with a good representation of the wave profile changes. Though it is less clear246

than from a surface elevation timeseries, the more tooth-shaped wave profile247

after breaking (from x = 72.5 m) can clearly be seen. These comparisons show248

the potential of using the piston-type boundary conditions to generate irregular249

wave trains in prototype-scale experiments.250

2.3.2. Surf and the swash hydrodynamics251

Horizontal and vertical current velocities were measured at various cross-252

shore locations along the wave flume (see Figure 1). These measurements were253

used to validate the modelled wave-induced hydrodynamics in the shoaling and254

surf zones. Figure 6 shows comparisons of measured and modelled horizontal255
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and vertical velocities for the A6-01 irregular wave test. Overall, the model256

successfully reproduces the wave-induced hydrodynamics through the shoaling257

region and surf zone (similar good agreement was found for the regular wave258

tests, see Table 2). More specifically, the high-magnitude current velocities259

observed after breaking (x = 77.5 m) are well described in the numerical model.260

Some discrepancies are observed in these comparisons, where measured current261

velocities are noisy in some locations, e.g. close to the surface at x = 77.5 m262

and z = 2.70 m. These periods occur during the passage of the two largest wave263

groups, and could be explained by a high concentration of entrained air bubbles,264

which are known to introduce noise when using EMCMs (see for example Gailani265

and Smith [49], Elgar et al. [50] or Huang and Hwang [51]).266

As the swash zone is thought to significantly influence surf zone processes267

[2], primarily due to its role in reflecting incident wave energy, the ability of268

the model to reproduce swash zone processes was assessed. The model results269

were compared against measurements of the shoreline position (ARGUS video270

camera) and swash depths (BLS and TLS). The cross-shore position of the271

shoreline was manually extracted from the video timestacks. The modelled272

shoreline was computed using a 3 cm threshold from the modelled water depths.273

Both modelled and measured shoreline cross-shore positions were transformed274

into a vertical elevation using the surveyed beach profile. Figure 7 shows the275

timeseries comparisons of modelled and measured shoreline elevation for the276

entire A6-01 test, along with a 2-minute subset of the data comparing cross-277

shore shoreline position and swash depths. Although the modelled runup extent278

is sometimes slightly overestimated (Figure 7a and 7b), comparisons show very279

good agreements between the two datasets. In particular, the timing of the280

uprush and downrush phases (Figure 7b) as well as water volumes (7c-e) are281

accurately reproduced. Figures 7c-e highlight some pros and cons of different282

methods for measuring flow depths in the swash zone (TLS and ultrasonic BLS283

in this case). In Figure 7d, it is observed that there are periods, particularly284

in the lower swash during backwash where insufficient light is scattered by the285

water surface and no signal return is detected by the TLS. Reduced ability to286
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detect water depths during backwash and close to the shoreline is common when287

using TLS, and enhanced here by the reduced persistence of aeration observed288

in freshwater (e.g. Blenkinsopp and Chaplin [52]). This effect means that TLS289

measurements tend to underestimate the shoreline position as observed by [53].290

By contrast, the measurements from the BLS are much more consistent but are291

limited by the much reduced spatial resolution, meaning that the wave/bore292

front is less well resolved.293

3. Methods294

3.1. Separation of the incoming and outgoing signals295

In the present study, the influence of reflected waves was studied at two dis-296

tinct timescales: individual wave timescale and time-averaged over a complete297

wave test. In order to study the evolution of individual incident wave properties,298

the Radon Transform (RT) was applied to the modelled free surface elevation299

to separate the incoming and outgoing signals. The RT was successfully ap-300

plied to study wave celerity and incident and reflected short and long waves301

by Almar et al. [33] and Almar et al. [32]. The method applies the following302

transformation [54] to a surface elevation signal η(x, t):303

R(ρ, θ) =

‹
η(x, t)δ(x cos θ + t sin θ − ρ)dxdt (3)

where x represents the cross-shore dimension, and t is time, δ is the Dirac304

function, ρ and θ the distance and angle from origin of the integration line305

defined by ρ = x cos θ + t sin θ [32]. As described in Almar et al. [32], lines in306

the Cartesian spatio-temporal space (η(x, t) diagram) are represented by points307

in the Radon space.308

More interestingly for the present study, when a wave reflects off the beach,309

it is also visible as a line in the aforementioned η(x, t) diagram. By integrating310

the Radon signal over the correct angles with the inverse RT [32], the separation311

of the incoming and outgoing signals is made possible. The result enables the312
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modelled surface elevation to be described as:313

η(x, t) = ηinc(x, t) + ηout(x, t) (4)

where the ’inc’ and ’out’ subscripts refer to the incoming and outgoing com-314

ponents respectively. An example of this process is shown in Figure 8 for the315

A7-mono test which demonstrates the strength of this method: incident (Figure316

8b) and reflected waves (Figure 8c) clearly appear as lines in the η(x, t) diagram.317

Note that in this study, a difference is made between ’reflected’ wave and ’out-318

going’ signal. While at the wave-by-wave time scale it is evident that the wave319

propagating seaward from the beach upper slope is generated through reflection,320

it is not clear how other signals propagating seaward are originated, especially321

at longer time scales (e.g. non-linear interactions). The term ’reflected wave’322

is therefore only used to describe seaward propagating waves generated at the323

boundary between the swash backwash and the inner surf that can be tracked324

(swash-based reflection). The same reasoning is applied to differentiate ’inci-325

dent’ wave from ’incoming’ signal.326

The separation based on the RT was compared in the frequency domain to327

the commonly used method of Guza et al. [31] (hereafter Guza84). The Guza84328

method was developed from long-wave theory and uses collocated surface el-329

evation and horizontal current velocities signals to separate the incoming and330

outgoing components of surface elevation or horizontal current velocities. The331

use of this linear theory-based method is motivated by two reasons: 1) a per-332

formance comparison with the RT to assess the model capacity in reproducing333

the wave spectra and 2) the observed poor performance of the RT to resolve334

mean flow velocities after separation. While the RT was found to satisfacto-335

rily separate incoming and outgoing signals (for both η and u), mean incoming336

and outgoing cross-shore flow velocities close to zero were found when time-337

averaged. The two possible explanations are the introduction of noise in the338

high frequencies, which makes the average of the whole signal tend to zero, or339

the less sharp ’lines’ in the u(x, t) diagram, compared to the η(x, t) diagram340

observable in Figure 8a.341
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For this reason, linear theory was used to separate surface elevation and342

horizontal current velocity in order to study the influence of reflection on time-343

averaged surf zone parameters (undertow, wave setup and horizontal velocity344

skewness). Modelled horizontal current velocities were extracted from the re-345

sults of the A6-01 test along the wave flume at various heights above the bed346

ranging from 0.01 m to 1.8 m (non-dimensional height z′ = z/h̄ ∈ [0, 0.6]) using347

the Guza84 method [55]. After performing the aforementioned current separa-348

tion, horizontal current velocities were averaged over the entire test to compute349

the mean cross-shore current velocities (undertow) and velocity skewness defined350

as Sk = u3/u2
3/2

, where . is the time-averaging operator.351

3.2. Wave-by-wave approach352

The results at the individual wave timescale presented in this paper rely353

on a wave-by-wave analysis, performed separately on the extracted incoming354

and outgoing signals. At every cross-shore position between x = 0 and 84 m,355

local peaks in the surface elevation timeseries (corresponding to wave crests)356

are identified to enable the extraction of individual wave properties (e.g. H,T ),357

following an improved version of the methodology presented in Martins et al.358

[21]. Previous work has been undertaken to study individual wave properties;359

see for example recent studies of Power et al. [56, 57], Postacchini and Brocchini360

[58]. These methods are based on peak-to-peak analysis which bypasses the need361

for low-pass filtering but cannot deal with the superposition of waves travelling362

in either the same or opposing directions.363

The present algorithm starts by extracting wave properties at an initial cross-364

shore position (e.g. x = 0 m, for incident waves) using peak analysis: wave crests365

are detected and wave troughs are defined as the minimum reached between two366

crests. Wave height H is then defined as the height difference between crest and367

trough levels, and the wave period T corresponds to the time between the two368

troughs surrounding this wave crest. From this initial position, every detected369

wave (or a manually-selected subset) can be tracked. At each new cross-shore370

position, the time of wave crest detection at the previous cross-shore position is371
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compared to the detection time at the new location. If a wave crest is detected372

within a reasonable physical range (based on wave celerity), it is kept as the new373

position. If no value is found, wave tracking is ceased. The same methodology374

can be applied to both incoming and outgoing signals, with the values for the375

physical range set accordingly. The result of this wave tracking algorithm on376

the A7-mono test is shown in Figure 8.377

Using two separate analyses, this methodology was performed on the total378

η(x, t) and incoming ηinc(x, t) signals. The following individual wave properties379

were extracted: crest height C, wave height H, period T , and depth under pre-380

ceding trough htr. The analysis performed on the incoming signal allows for the381

retrieval of incident wave properties, by removing the effect/component of re-382

flected waves from the total signal. Reflected wave properties were also extracted383

from the outgoing ηout(x, t) signal in order to assess the incoming/outgoing en-384

ergy ratio and study their characteristics as a function of the incident wave385

properties.386

4. Results387

4.1. Inter-comparison of separation methods388

Model and experimental data from the A6-01 irregular wave test were com-389

pared in the frequency domain by applying the RT on the modelled free surface390

elevation and the Guza84 method on the collocated PT/EMCM data. Figure 9391

shows the comparison of the total, incoming and outgoing signals at four cross-392

shore locations: x = 42, 67.5, 72.5 and 77.5 m. At all positions, and for both393

sea-swell and infragravity ranges of frequencies, the comparisons show good394

agreement. Although the amount of energy is small, more incoming energy at395

the infragravity frequencies (0.005 Hz ≤ f ≤ 0.05 Hz) is estimated in the PT396

data at x = 42 m (Figure 9b. This could be explained by two factors and it is397

not certain which prevails: an underestimation in the model of the transfer of398

energy to sub-harmonics between x = 0 and 42 m or a more efficient absorption399

of outgoing waves at the numerical paddle than in the real flume. The energy400
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peaks and the spectrum tail along the wave flume are well represented every-401

where else, indicating that the model is able to simulate the breaking process402

and the transfer of energy to higher/lower frequencies. Similar performance has403

been observed by Morgan et al. [59] in their modelling of wave transformation404

over submerged bar with up to 8th order harmonics correctly simulated.405

The observed agreement between the RT and the Guza84 approach are some-406

what surprising for two main reasons: 1) the previously observed differences at407

the wave-by-wave scale between the pressure-derived surface elevation and the408

model output close to break point (around 30% of H, Figure 2) is not evident in409

the spectral domain, and 2) while the Guza84 method, is thought to be inappro-410

priate for use in highly non-linear surf zone waves, the current results indicate411

that it can be applied in the surf zone with reasonable results.412

4.2. Intrawave variability of wave heights and wave height to water depth ratio413

Figure 10a and 10b present the cross-shore evolution of the modelled indi-414

vidual wave height H for the total and incoming signals, from the A6-mono415

and A7-mono tests. Similar to that observed in the η(x, t) diagram presented416

in Figure 8a, the reflected components of the waves are clearly observable in417

the cross-shore evolution of H. In the total signal η(x, t) diagram (Figure 8a),418

the first modelled wave after reflection influences the second, third and fourth419

incident waves at cross-shore positions of approximately x = 71 m, 44 m and420

14 m. The surface elevation at these locations is temporarily increased due to421

the presence of a reflected wave crest, and this leads to an apparent net increase422

in H from total signal at these cross-shore locations, while the values from the423

incoming signals obtained from the RT present gradually increasing H values in424

the shoaling region, as it should be expected. Similarly, the passage of troughs425

also influence H values by decreasing the surface elevation temporarily.426

The observed effect of reflected waves on individual wave height is also427

present in γ values which are expressed as γ = H/h̄ (Figure 10c and 10d).428

Since the first modelled wave is propagating in a calm wave flume, its proper-429

ties are not altered by any reflected component: γtot and γinc should therefore430
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be similar. This is observed in Figure 10a and 10b where the incoming and431

total values match at all positions (gray lines and dots), and in the scatter plots432

of Figure 10c and 10d, where gray dots are close to the 1:1 agreement. While433

for the subsequent waves in the test there are differences between γtot and γinc434

values of up to 35% in the shoaling area, this reduces to around 25% closer to435

the break point, which is defined as the location of the maximum wave height436

for each propagating wave (x = 71 m, for both monochromatic tests).437

A similar wave-by-wave approach was performed for the A6-01 irregular test438

case and the results can be observed in Figure 11. Figure 11a shows the cross-439

shore evolution of γs,tot and γs,inc, based on significant wave height Hs and mean440

water depth. In the shoaling area, the two ratios present identical evolution,441

demonstrating little influence of reflection on averaged breaker indexes in that442

zone. Just offshore of the bar, the values computed from the incoming signals are443

slightly larger than those from the total signal, while over the bar the opposite444

occurs. The most significant difference is visible on the terrace (x = 75− 78 m),445

where incoming values are approximately 15% greater.446

Individual γ and γtr = H/htr, where htr is the water depth below the wave447

trough, are shown in Figure 11b-e for incoming and total signals. Overall,448

the values computed from the incoming signal are less variable; this can be449

seen from the slightly smaller error bars and more ’organized’ lines, showing450

lower intrawave variability. The scatter plots of Figures 11f and 11g allow a451

comparison of the different definitions of γ and suggest that variations up to452

20% and 40% are common for γ and γtr respectively which is comparable to453

that found for the monochromatic cases (Figure 10c and 10d).454

The alternate effect of reflected wave crests and troughs on the incident455

waves for the irregular wave test is similar to that observed for the monochro-456

matic wave tests. This behaviour supports the concept of quasi-standing waves457

previously observed by Hoque et al. [17] for shorter waves. The interactions458

of two progressive waves travelling in opposite direction, with the same period459

but different amplitude (due to wave breaking and friction), generates quasi-460

antinodes and quasi-nodes at the location where the incident and reflected waves461
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are in phase and out of phase respectively. This concept has been investigated462

for the A6-01 irregular wave test. Figure 12 shows the cross-shore evolution of463

the ratio of total and incoming variance density spectra Sη/Sηinc
for sea/swell464

frequencies. This ratio indicates the presence of reflected wave energy: a ratio465

greater than 1 corresponds to the presence of a reflected wave crest, while a466

ratio lower than 1 corresponds to the presence of a reflected wave trough. For467

relatively low frequencies (f ≤ 0.2 Hz), a node/antinode pattern is observed468

along the wave flume. In particular, for the frequency of the monochromatic469

wave tests (f = 0.083 Hz), a very similar node/antinode system as observed in470

Figure 10 is found during the irregular wave run: antinodes due to superposed471

crests are found at around x = 75 m, x = 53 m and x = 24 m, and discrepancies472

are mainly explained by the different foreshore slope (Table 1). It was suggested473

for the monochromatic wave tests that partially standing waves were respon-474

sible for the intrawave variability of H and hence γ (Figure 10). The results475

presented in Figure 12 suggest that similar behaviour is observed for irregular476

waves, and for relatively high frequencies.477

4.3. Generation of swash-based reflections478

The reflected waves studied here in the sea/swell frequency are thought to479

be ’generated’ primarily by the seaward propagating mass fluxes present in the480

strong swash backwashes. The term swash-based is therefore used to describe481

this type of reflection. This concept has been investigated by relating the energy482

of the tracked reflected waves to the maximum potential energy present in the483

swash preceding the ’generation’ of that reflected wave. The two energy concepts484

are expressed as follows:485

Eref = ρg

ˆ L

0

η2ref (x)dx (5)

max
t
Ep,swash(t) = ρg

ˆ R(t)

0

h(x, t)z(x, t)dx (6)

where L is the wavelength, R(t) is the time-varying shoreline position, h(x, t)486

the water depth and z(x, t) the height above the reference for null potential487
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energy taken as MSL. In the potential energy formulation from equation 6,488

z(x, t) is the mid flow depth: z(x, t) = zbed(x) + h(x, t)/2, where zbed(x) is the489

bed elevation at the cross-shore position x. A sketch describing the terminology490

used in Equation 5 and 6 is presented in Figure 13.491

Figure 14 shows the comparison of the two energy expressions for a range of492

both validated and unvalidated test cases. Although not validated in this paper,493

the A1-mono, A2-mono and A4-mono wave tests from the BARDEXII exper-494

iments were run for this investigation in order to have a wider range of beach495

and wave characteristics (see Table 1). Additionally, two further monochromatic496

cases using the same Hs and beach conditions as A7-mono, but with different497

wave periods were modelled (see Table 1). For every regular case, the ensemble-498

averaged energy from the tracked reflected wave (Equation 5, estimated between499

x = 15 m and x = 15 + Lm) is compared to the ensemble-averaged potential500

energy contained in the preceding swash event ((Equation 6). For the irregular501

run, a subset of 5 individual waves was extracted. For the beach slopes and502

wave conditions examined here, a clear correlation between the two energy for-503

mulations is observed in Figure 14 with the potential energy in a swash event504

consistently double that of the reflected wave that this event generates.505

This result suggests that it is possible to estimate the energy and height506

of individual reflected waves based on the monitoring of foreshore bed levels507

and the time-varying surface elevations (leading to water depths and swash508

excursion, the two required parameters). Field deployments of TLS in the swash509

zone such as in Martins et al. [21], Almeida et al. [60] could use this relationship510

to estimate the bulk of energy reflected from the beach. Further investigation511

is required to completely validate this hypothesis, and to explain the presence512

of the 0.5 coefficient of proportionality observed in Figure 14, though this is513

thought to be closely linked to the beach gradient and hence the mass flux in514

the backwash.515
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4.4. Cross-shore evolution of reflection coefficients516

To the authors’ knowledge, Baquerizo et al. [9] were the first to study the517

cross-shore variation of the reflection coefficient in the sea/swell range of fre-518

quencies, defined as the ratio of incoming and outgoing wave energy. Using519

various methods to separate incoming and outgoing signals, they measured in-520

creasing reflection coefficient values through the surf zone and suggested that521

to minimize the uncertainty introduced by this variation, representative values522

should be estimated seaward of the break point. A numerical model based on an523

energy balance, taking into account the incident wave dissipation and reflection524

from slope was developed by Baquerizo et al. [61] to predict local reflection co-525

efficients. Although it showed very good agreement seaward of the break point526

it overestimated the reflection coefficient in the surf zone. Discrepancies in the527

surf zone are thought to be due to the expression of the reflected wave energy528

fluxes, directly linked to the incoming fluxes and the rate of dissipation. To529

illustrate this, the energy fluxes defined using linear theory as F = H2c, where530

c is the wave celerity [61], for the incident and reflected waves from the A6-531

mono and A7-mono tests are shown in Figure 15a. While the energy fluxes of532

reflected waves are approximately constant, meaning that waves are deshoaling533

as c increases with increasing depths, the incident waves show a net increase in534

energy flux landward of x = 40− 50 m. This occurs when wave celerity cannot535

be described anymore by linear wave theory and corresponds to where wave536

non-linearities become important (high Ursell number). This overestimation in537

the incident wave energy fluxes when non-linearities become significant leads,538

for a given dissipation rate, to an overestimation of the reflected wave energy539

as defined by Baquerizo et al. [61]. This is consistent with the larger reflected540

fluxes found in the surf zone by Baquerizo et al. [9] (see their Figure 8).541

The direct ratio between incident and reflected individual wave heights is542

shown in Figure 15b, for both monochromatic tests. It is shown that up to543

the break point (x = 71 m), the ratio remains reasonably constant with a slight544

decreasing trend for both tests. This is explained by the shoaling incident waves545

dominating over the deshoaling reflected waves, observed in Figure 15a. Land-546
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ward of the break point x = 71 − 75 m, and as previously found by Baquerizo547

et al. [61], the ratio rapidly increases due to the sudden decrease in the wave548

height after breaking. It is hard to infer from the present dataset what would549

happen with a wider surf zone and at distances further from the break point.550

It is natural though to hypothesise an increase of Href/Hinc towards a value551

which is a function of the wave steepness and the foreshore slope. The energy552

dissipation rate and the width of the surf zone after break point indeed limit the553

maximum Hinc that can be reflected from a beach, for a given foreshore slope554

and incident wavelength [5, 6].555

5. Discussion556

5.1. Break point557

The differences observed in the γ values under the presence of reflected558

waves can be of great significance for numerical models or the parameterisation559

of wave energy across the surf zone. For instance, a shift seaward or landward560

of the break point due to the presence of reflected waves will change the energy561

dissipation patterns across the surf zone, and can affect the position of bar for562

models supported by the break point hypothesis for sandbar generation [62].563

For both monochromatic wave tests, H computed from the total signal564

reaches its maximum at the same location (x = 71m), see Figure 10a and 10b.565

However, if only the incoming signal is considered, the maximum wave height is566

reached around x = 74 m for both tests, though it is noted that no strong peak567

is observed for A7-mono and the wave height remains constant over the low-568

sloping terrace. If the break point is defined as the location of maximum wave569

height as used in this study, the results suggest that the incident wave break570

point occurs further landward. Although no evidence of a direct influence from571

the reflected wave field on the wave energy dissipation or the breaking onset572

of incident waves is shown, the detection of the break point with the present573

definition is affected and therefore biased by the presence of reflected waves.574
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For the irregular wave test, the presence of reflected waves does not seem to575

influence the location of the break point as it is observed that the peak values of576

total and incoming significant wave height computed over sea/swell range of fre-577

quencies Hs occur at the same location: x = 68.5m and x = 75.4m (Figure 11a).578

At the inner breakpoint, there is a discrepancy of up to 15% between the gamma579

values derived from the total and incoming signals and therefore the presence of580

reflected wave may explain previously observed discrepancies between existing581

breaker index datasets [63]. Further effort is therefore required to account for582

the influence of wave reflection on gamma in order to obtain a better description583

of cross-shore evolution of incident wave height under reflective conditions.584

5.2. Influence of wave reflection on time-averaged surf zone parameters585

The results presented in Figure 12 suggest that wave reflection in the sea/swell586

range of frequencies in a reflective environment can influence the surf hydro-587

dynamics at the wave-by-wave scale through the formation of multiple quasi-588

node/antinode system, affecting orbital velocities. Further influence at longer589

timescales is discussed here, in terms of undertow, wave setup and horizontal590

velocity skewness.591

5.2.1. Undertow592

Horizontal current velocities from the A6-01 test were separated using linear593

theory (see Section 4.1), and time-averaged to obtain the contribution of both594

incoming and outgoing wave-induced hydrodynamics on the undertow. Figure595

16 shows the result of this separation by illustrating the contribution of the596

outgoing wave field on the undertow along the wave flume. At the four loca-597

tions where current velocities measurements are available (x = 42, 67.5, 72.5598

and 77.5 m), modelled mean horizontal flow magnitude is shown against mea-599

surements (Figure 16a-d). The ratio |Uout|/|Uinc| shown as a contour plot in600

Figure 16e represents the relative contribution of the outgoing wave field on the601

mean return flow. Although, over-predicted in the mid-column at x = 67.5 m602

and slightly underestimated at x = 77.5 m, the modelled undertow shows good603
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agreement with data, in terms of magnitude and vertical structure.604

Consistent with previous work [64], the vertical structure of the undertow605

evolves with the water depth across the shoaling area and the surf zone. Where606

non-linearities are small (γs ∼ O(0.2) and low Ursell number), the undertow is607

weak, and rather vertical-uniform close to the bed. In this region, the undertow608

is dominated by the outgoing wave field (Figure 16e), which triggers an offshore-609

directed mean horizontal current. With reducing depth and hence increasing610

non-linearities (between x = 35 m and 50 m) the waves are shoaling and the611

undertow remains weak and seaward directed. In this region the incoming and612

outgoing wave field contribute roughly equally to the mean flows (|Uout|/|Uinc| ≈613

1 in Figure 16e). As waves propagate closer to the bar crest, the beach becomes614

much steeper, and the undertow magnitude becomes much stronger, with its615

maximum reached at mid-depth.616

The ratio shown in Figure 16e exhibits a narrow band in the lower 10 cm617

of the water column and seaward of the bar (focussing on the region between618

x = 66 m and 69 m immediately adjacent to the bed where |Uout|/|Uinc| ≈ 0.4)619

where reflection seems to have an important influence on the undertow. In620

this narrow band, the mean flow induced by outgoing waves is onshore-directed621

close to the bed (Figure 16b), and has the effect of almost balancing the offshore-622

directed mean flow induced by the incoming wave field, leading to almost zero623

mean flow adjacent to the bed. This is thought to have an influence on bar624

morphology and will be further discussed in Section 6. Except in this narrow625

band, the incoming wave field is mostly responsible for the mean return flow626

around the bar location, indicated by the region where |Uout|/|Uinc| is close to627

zero between x = 62 and 72 m.628

The strengthening of the undertow by the outgoing wave field, can partially629

be explained by the offshore-oriented Stokes drift that it generates and a change630

in the wave setup [65]. Indeed, Figure 17a) suggests that the presence of re-631

flected waves significantly reduces the setdown generated by the breaking of632

incident waves in the region x = 72 − 80 m. Landward and seaward of this633

region, the setup induced by the outgoing field predominates over that from the634
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incoming field, which is consistent with the observations made on the undertow635

(Figure 16d). The undertow is known to influence cross-shore sediment trans-636

port, as it plays an important role in the offshore/onshore bar migration [66, 67]637

and/or in the resuspension of sediment in the water column [68]. Figure 16 for638

instance suggests that the presence of the outgoing wave field helps to stabilise639

the bar by weakening the offshore directed mean flow at the bottom of the water640

column. Although it is consistently offshore-directed, the present results show641

that the nature of the undertow - at least in reflective environments - is more642

complex that it was thought before, e.g. in terms of temporal structure with a643

contribution from incident and reflected waves acting with different phasing.644

5.2.2. Skewness645

Flow skewness and wave asymmetry have been shown by many researchers646

to contribute to onshore-directed sediment fluxes, therefore balancing the effect647

that undertow has on surf zone morphodynamics, see for instance Elfrink et al.648

[15], Elgar et al. [69], Silva et al. [70]. Figure 17b shows the surface elevation649

asymmetry - defined as As = −Im(H(η))3/η2
3/2

where Im is the imaginary650

part of the Hilbert transform H of the surface elevation - and Figure 17c-e651

show the flow velocity skewness along the wave flume, computed from the total,652

incoming and outgoing wave-induced velocity fields. Two striking observations653

emerge from this analysis: 1) near-zero skewness from the incoming component654

on top of the bar and on the terrace (Figure 17c), and 2) the negative skewness of655

the outgoing field (Figure 17d) that therefore generates a negative total skewness656

over the terrace (x = 75−82 m, see Figure 17b). The positive skewness seaward657

of the bar trough and negative skewness landward, along with strong surface658

elevation asymmetry observed in Figure 17a are thought to explain the ’filling’659

of the trough observed after the A6-01 test under similar wave conditions [34].660

This is consistent with the findings of Grasso et al. [71].661

Although, no obvious influence of the multiple quasi-node/antinode system662

can be observed in the different skewness fields, it is thought to be of importance.663

Bowen [72] suggested that nodes/antinodes of standing infragravity waves and664
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their associated drift velocities could trigger the generation/migration of bar665

towards an equilibrium profile. This was confirmed numerically by Bernabeu666

et al. [73] who obtained improved model skill in predicting beach equilibrium667

profiles by accounting for wave reflection. Further verification was obtained in668

field conditions for sea/swell frequencies by Sánchez-Badorrey et al. [74] who669

observed the generation of a multiple bar-trough system in front of a newly670

installed seawall which matched the quasi-node/antinode positions of the peak671

frequency. Similarly, Alsina et al. [75] observed a reduced offshore bar migration672

rate when conditions in the swash were more dissipative: if reflection occurs ear-673

lier, the antinode location slightly shifts offshore compared to the location for674

a more dissipative swash, generating a different sediment convergent point. Al-675

ternatively, this can also be explained by the more intense backwashes observed676

that potentially suspend more sediment in the inner surf. Combined with the677

stronger undertow under more reflective conditions (Figure 16), it can possibly678

promote higher offshore-directed sediment transport rates. As noted by Grasso679

et al. [71], despite recent effort in that regard, it is difficult to isolate individual680

physical processes that might affect sediment transport rates in the surf zone.681

Although rarely considered as such, wave reflection in the sea/swell range of682

frequencies in reflective environments is clearly playing a role in the surf zone683

hydrodynamics at various time scale, which in turn affect the morphodynamics.684

6. Conclusions685

In this paper, a RANS numerical model based on the IHFOAM library [43]686

has been validated and used to study the influence of swash-based wave reflection687

in the sea/swell range of frequencies on surf zone hydrodynamics at the wave-688

by-wave and wave tests temporal scales. A TLS dataset of breaking waves has689

been used for the first time to validate the modelled wave shape at various stage690

of breaking. This highlighted the important wave-by-wave discrepancies (wave691

height and skewness) when using linear theory to retrieve the surface elevation692

from the measured pressure signal, close to the break point.693
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The RT was successfully applied to the modelled free surface elevation to694

separate incoming and outgoing signals. A wave tracking algorithm was used to695

isolate individual waves and demonstrated that reflected waves induce intrawave696

variability of individual incident wave properties such as the wave height, and697

the wave height to water depth ratio, through the generation of quasi-standing698

waves. Variations of up to 35% and 15% are observed for individual and spectral699

values of wave height to water depth ratios respectively. This renders the extrac-700

tion and the study of incident wave properties more difficult, and must be con-701

sidered when parameterising wave reflection in numerical models of nearshore702

circulation. By tracking individual reflected waves, a direct link between the703

potential energy of swash flows and the reflected wave energy has been demon-704

strated. This has two main implications: 1) the potential to use measurements705

of swash depths to estimate the energy of individual reflected waves, and 2) a706

good representation of swash mass fluxes is required to accurately model surf707

zone hydrodynamics [76].708

Using the Guza84 approach, the incoming and outgoing components of the709

modelled horizontal flow velocities were computed along the wave flume in order710

to study the contribution of each component to the mean return flow (undertow)711

and higher velocity moments (skewness). It was demonstrated that the presence712

of strong reflective conditions were promoting the undertow, by strengthening713

its magnitude almost everywhere in the wave flume except offshore of the bar714

crest, where the outgoing components induce an onshore-directed streaming715

close to the bed. This phenomenon, added to the convergence points created716

by the observed quasi-standing waves and the influence of reflection on velocity717

skewness is thought to influence sediment transport rates and their variation718

along the beach profile, contributing to bar generation/migration.719
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Table 1: Wave and beach conditions for the different wave tests. For the monochromatic

wave tests, Ho was computed as four times the standard deviation of the surface elevation

measured at the wave paddle.

Run Ho (m) Tp (s) MSL (m) βsurf βswash ξsurf ξswash

A1-mono 0.94 8 3.00 1:13 1:11 0.52 0.60

A2-mono 0.71 8 3.00 1:13 1:13 0.58 0.61

A4-mono 0.67 8 3.00 1:14 1:10 0.58 0.83

A6-01 0.70 10.90 2.98 1:12 1:9 0.63 0.97

A6-mono 0.74 12.10 3.00 1:15 1:8 0.64 1.10

A7-mono 0.76 12.10 3.00 1:17 1:8 0.54 1.18

A7T10-mono - 10 3.00 1:17 1:8 0.49 1.07

A7T11-mono - 11 3.00 1:17 1:8 0.52 1.12
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Table 2: Model skill for reproducing η (PT and TLS), p (PT) , u and v (EMCM): root-

mean square error (RMSE), absolute mean error, maximum absolute error and r the linear

correlation coefficient (defined as the ratio between the covariance of the two timeseries, and

the product of their standard deviation). For conciseness, only minimum and maximum values

along the flume are shown, for every modelled quantity and wave test. For the TLS, statistics

are calculated only between x = 70 − 78 m, whereas for the PT, it concerns the PT positions

visible in Figure 1.

Quantity Run RMSE AME MAE r2

A6-mono 0.05-0.08 m 0.04-0.06 m 0.12-0.45 m 0.84-0.98

PT − η A7-mono 0.04-0.06 m 0.03-0.04 m 0.12-0.32 m 0.93-0.98

A6-01 0.03-0.06 m 0.02-0.04 m 0.15-0.45 m 0.85-0.97

A6-mono 0.04-0.08 m 0.04-0.06 m 0.10-0.6 m 0.95-0.99

TLS − η A7-mono 0.03-0.06 m 0.02-0.04 m 0.09-0.6 m 0.96-0.99

A6-01 0.06-0.08 m 0.04-0.06 m 0.6-0.8 m 0.85-0.90

A6-mono 0.02-0.04 dbar 0.02-0.03 dbar 0.06-0.11 dbar 0.98-0.99

p A7-mono 0.02-0.03 dbar 0.01-0.02 dbar 0.06-0.11 dbar 0.99

A6-01 0.02-0.04 dbar 0.02-0.03 dbar 0.10-0.24 dbar 0.92-0.97

A6-mono 0.06-0.15 m/s 0.05-0.10 m/s 0.18-0.55 m/s 0.89-0.98

u A7-mono 0.04-0.20 m/s 0.03-0.17 m/s 0.11-0.47 m/s 0.97-0.98

A6-01 0.06-0.27 m/s 0.05-0.20 m/s 0.25-1.90 m/s 0.78-0.96

A6-mono 0.02-0.09 m/s 0.02-0.07 m/s 0.12-0.32 m/s 0.38-0.70

v A7-mono 0.02-0.09 m/s 0.02-0.07 m/s 0.06-0.32 m/s 0.47-0.84

A6-01 0.02-0.12 m/s 0.01-0.07 m/s 0.17-1.52 m/s 0.19-0.21
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup for the A6-mono, A7-mono and A6-01 wave

tests. The two different initial beach profiles are shown. A dataset from the following in-

struments was used in the present study: 7 pressure transducers (PT) and electro-magnetic

current meters (EMCM) located in the shoaling and surf zones and two terrestrial laser scan-

ners (TLS) deployed at 6.8 and 6.9 m above the flume bed (3.8 and 3.9 mMSL, respectively)

within the surf and swash zones. The zones covered by the TLS are indicated with the orange

cones.
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Figure 2: Comparison of individual wave profiles obtained from the surf-zone TLS and the

PT, at the PT location x = 72.5 m for the A7-mono test. Panel a) shows the wave profile

of the modelled waves (light red and blue lines for the TLS and PT, respectively) with the

ensemble averaged (thick red and blue lines for the TLS and PT, respectively). The modelled

wave profile at that location is also shown as dashed black-line. In panel b), a contour plot of

the ratio between the raw measured pressure and hydrostatic pressure based on the surface

elevation measured by the TLS is shown: red zones correspond to periods when the pressure

is higher than the hydrostatic, and blue zones correspond to periods where it is lower. The

ensemble-averaged wave profile is shown as black line, while the gray lines represent individual

wave profiles measured by the PT.
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Figure 3: Description of the computational mesh: a) rectangle-based computational mesh for

the A6-01 wave test, for visual reasons only every 2nd cell in the vertical direction and 10th

cell in the horizontal direction are shown; b) contour plot of the cell aspect ratio.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the modelled water phase from the A7-mono wave test with the

instantaneous free-surface elevation measurements from the TLS and the ultrasonic BLS. Six

moments of the breaking process are shown.
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Figure 5: Validation of the modelled relative pressure at the PT locations for the A6-01 wave

test, for the first 320 s of the simulation. The model and data timeseries are shown at five

locations in the shoaling region and two in the surf zone. As seen in Figure 1, the pressure

sensor located at x = 67.5 m is slightly buried, the model therefore cannot provide any signal

for this location (out of domain).
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Figure 6: Validation of the modelled hydrodynamics at the EMCM locations for the A6-01

wave test, for the first 320 s of the simulation. Modelled horizontal U and vertical V timeseries

are shown against measurements at one location in the shoaling region and six in the surf zone.
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Figure 7: Validation of the model in the swash zone: a) Modelled shoreline elevation and

digitised shoreline elevation from the ARGUS video camera timestack are shown for the entire

wave test, b) ARGUS Video camera timestack along with the modelled shoreline cross-shore

position for a 2 min window, c) Water depths measured by the swash zone TLS, d) Water

depths measured by the array of ultrasonic BLS and e) Modelled water depths.
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Figure 8: Incoming/outgoing signal separation of the modelled surface elevation using the RT:

a) η(x, t) diagram of the modelled surface elevation for the A7-mono wave test; b) ηinc(x, t)

diagram of the incoming signal; c) ηref (x, t) diagram of the outgoing signal. In every panel, the

dashed black lines show the individual waves path, tracked with the methodology presented

in Section 4.2.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the modelled surface elevation spectra (black line) along the wave

flume against measurements from pressure-derived data (red dashed line), for total (left col-

umn), incoming (central column) and outgoing (right column). The modelled total signal

was separated using the RT, while the measured total signal was separated with the Guza84

method. Comparisons are performed at the following cross-shore locations: a-b-c) x = 42 m,

d-e-f) x = 67.5 m), g-h-i) x = 72.5 m) and j-k-l) x = 77.5 m).
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Figure 10: Results from the wave-by-wave analysis on modelled total and incoming signals

(η(x, t) and ηinc(x, t)) from the A6-mono and A7-mono wave tests. Panels a) and b) represent

the wave height evolution extracted from the total (continuous lines) and incoming (dots)

signals for the A6-mono and A7-mono wave tests respectively. Panels c) and d) represent the

corresponding γ scatter plots for the A6-mono and A7-mono wave tests respectively (values

from the total signal against values from incoming signal). In the four panels, the 6 modelled

waves are shown, and the same colours are used in the line/dots for the wave numbering;

±20% and ±40% lines are also represented in the scatter plots as dashed and dot-dashed lines

respectively.
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Figure 11: Results from the wave-by-wave analysis on the total and incoming signals (η(x, t)

and ηinc(x, t)) from the A6-01 irregular wave test. Panel a) shows the cross-shore evolution

of the significant wave height to depth ratio γs computed from the total (dashed line) and

incoming (circled line) signals respectively. The two break points defined as the maximum

significant wave height are also shown as vertical dotted lines. Panels b) and c) show the

individual γ values computed from the total and incoming signal. Panels d) and e) show

the individual γtr values computed from the total and incoming signal using the water depth

below trough htr. For these 4 scatter plots, standard deviation of the mean are shown as

error bars, using bins of 0.2 m. Panels f) and g) represent the corresponding γ and γtr scatter

plots. In these, ±20% and ±40% lines are also represented as dashed and dot-dashed lines

respectively.
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Figure 12: Cross-shore evolution of the ratio of variance density spectra computed on total and

incoming surface elevation signals. For f ≤ 0.2 Hz and for each frequency, the locations of two

types of antinodes are shown as white (incident and reflected wave troughs superposed) and

red (incident and reflected wave crests superposed) dashed lines. The frequency corresponding

to the A6-mono and A7-mono wave tests is also shown by the grey dots.
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Figure 13: Sketch of a typical swash event, at a time t. Mean Sea Level (MSL) defines the

elevation reference zref for the potential energy definition in Equation 6. The intersection

between MSL and the bed also defines the origin to estimate the time-varying horizontal

shoreline position R(t). x defines the cross-shore location, h(x, t) the water depth at x and

time t, z(x, t) the middle point of the water column at x.
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Figure 14: Comparison between reflected wave energy (Equation 5) and maximum potential

energy in the preceding swash event (Equation 6) for a range of validated and unvalidated

test cases detailed in Table 1.
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Figure 15: Cross-shore evolution of reflection coefficient based on individual wave properties:

a) individual wave incident and reflected energy fluxes and b) individual incident and reflected

wave height ratio for the A6-mono and A7-mono tests. The value for each run represents the

ensemble-average of the four first waves, since only four reflected waves could be tracked (as

seen in Figure 2c). Standard deviation of the ensemble-average values are shown every two

meters in the cross-shore direction, as error bars. For the fluxes expression, wave celerity

was estimated for each wave on an individual basis, using the tracking method described in

Section 3.2.
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Figure 16: Vertical structure of the modelled undertow along the flume for the A6-01 wave

test. The top panels show the modelled undertow from total (black line), incoming (blue

line) and outgoing (red line) signals at: a) x = 42 m, b) x = 67.5 m, c) x = 72.5 m and d)

x = 77.5 m. Experimental data from the EMCM are shown as circles. Panel e) shows a

contour plot of the outgoing signal contribution on the undertow structure, compared to the

incoming contribution. The black dashed line corresponds to the minimum surface elevation

reached, and any data from above that limit has been removed to not bias the time-average.
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Figure 17: Evolution of modelled time-averaged surf zone parameters along the wave flume.

Panel a) shows the modelled time-averaged surface elevation (wave setup) for the total, incom-

ing and outgoing signal (black, blue and red lines respectively). Panel b) shows the surface

elevation asymmetry for the total, incoming and outgoing signal (black, blue and red lines

respectively). Panels c), d) and e) show contour plots of the skewness computed from the

total, incoming and outgoing horizontal velocity fields, respectively. The black dashed line in

panels c-e) corresponds to the minimum surface elevation reached, and any data from above

that limit has been removed to not bias the skewness computation.
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